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SEND ORIGINAL TO: INDUSTR- ~COMMISSION, JUDICIAL DIVISION, P.O. BO 720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0041 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT 
CLAIMANT'S.(YY~URED WOR\(ER) NAME AND ADDRESS 
&e+r :s+n V\'j v 
>J-.?'G Sc,v<..L; µ{,,- ::Jc;lcll-w ~ff; 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS (at time of injury) 
C-(}.11v.rfrvtc4 dt/"I 
\'\ i ., -~ ( 
r~o t::11 I" > '< "" 
CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
CJ.f't:.C. ·::;- e 1·cv- 2 
! f ·· ~. ~/. kc,_vJ I ("2} }2. 
l_;?Cd_wt:.L · ._ 
I (7 ·tti \t s , it) "' 
~~f 21v 11,. .J. [) 7; 3 4 <: J ~ 
l i " 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S 
(NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND ADDRESS 
DATE O;,tNJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
(,./ ·- l.l - c) q 
WHEN IN.IURED, CLA lMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE 
ct -A 








.k tV t:~ x ) l (:> 
f-1 ... .e. be,q:,11" er :.A:> It.le' v11(. 11 ~ 
!'.I v'i kc t.v 
·f'.'. ~v · [i,<::-,1/1. /\. 
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WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING ATTHIS TIME? 
DATE ON WHTCH NOTICE OF INJURY WAS GIVEN TO EMPLOYER TO WHOM NOTICE WAS GfVEN 
;;> ' 




ftA.t :5 ({ /)/~ 
0 OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
\ ' i - J +( tl',/l..( ·f)flt.'t' i;l)tf 5 (,'\ ! , v\ ;\,reel. 
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: 
./ 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED 
i :..<: > + ;> 
!; J 
iJ) ~ $ 
. fl v1.,.c+ !/t.);,!\ V· 
'? 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? fSl!: YES 0 NO IF SO, PLEASE STATE WHY. 
I ' 
j 
[,,.0 .-:;. r .Z-.\. vt 
!i1 'j / 
or 
5 l t-1. s 
NOTICE: COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMJ"i/ITY FUND MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH IDAHO CODE§ 72-334 AND FILED ON FORM I.C. 1002 
IClOOI (Rev. 3/01/2008) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Complaint - Page I of 3 
Appendix 1 
PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT {NAME, DRESS) 
WHAT MEDICALCOSTS HAVE YOU INCURRED TO DATE? 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF ANY? $ 
~ {::! WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU PAID, IF ANY?$ 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING TIDS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. D YEstEI No 
DATE 
SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
NA ME AND SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OF PARTY 
FILING COMPLAINT 
DATE OF DEATH RELATION TO DECEASED CLAIMANT 
WAS FILING PARTY DEPENDENT ON DECEASED? DID HLING PARTY LIVE WITH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT? 
DYES ONO DYES ONO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of ____ , 20_, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Complaint upon: 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS SURETY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
via: 0 personal service of process via: D personal service of process 
0 regular U.S. Mail D regular U.S. Mail 
Signature 
Print or Type Name 
NOTICE: An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form I.C. 1003 
with the Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid 
default. If no answer is filed, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 
83720-0041(208)334-6000. 
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE 3) 
Complaint - Page 2 of 3 
"{ '" '{-n ~ ... f\ ": • L~ 
I ~ ' ' " ' Patient Name: L?-C· :tc,,r c.i L '-''~ r 1 VI.fl ri .;· iProvtder Use Only) 
Birth Date: •••-•IL · :..... 9 Medical Record Number: 
Address:~ i ;- o Pick up Copies o Fax Copies # .I\)i'!r-0 ~tf i ; o Mail Copies 
Phon• Numb•" {'Jot~i '6 J l.-1 rJ i ID Confirmed by: 
SSN or Case Number: ' II 
AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF HEAL TH INFORMATION 
I hereby authorize to disclose health infonnation as specified: 
Provider Name - must be specific for each provider 
To: 
Insurance Companyffhird Party Administrator/Self Insured Employer/ISIF, their attorneys or patient's attorney 
Street Address 
- - --· ---
City State Zip Code 
Purpose or need for data: 
(e.g. Worker' s Compensation Claim) 
Information to be disclosed: Date(s) of Hospitalization/Care: 
a Discharge Summary 
a History & Physical Exam 
D Consultation Reports 
D Operative Reports 
a Lab 
0 Pathology 
0 Radiology Reports 
0 Entire Record 
D Other: Specify 
I understand that the disclosure may include information relating to (check if applicable): 
0 AIDS or HIV 
a Psychiatric or Mental Health Information 
D Drug/Alcohol Abuse Information 
I understand that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR 
Part 164) and that the information may be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer be protected by 
the federal regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any time by notifying 
the priYacy officer, except that revoking the ::;uti10rization won't apply to information already released in response 
to this authorization. I understand that the provider will not condition treatment, payment, enrollment, or 
eligibility for benefits on my signing this authorization. Unless otherwise revoked, this authorization will expire 
upon resolution of worker's compensation claim. Provider, its employees, officers, copy service contractor, and 
physicians are hereby released from any legal responsibility or liability for disclosure of the above information to 
the extent indicated and authorized by me on this form and as outlined in the Notice of Privacy. My signature 
below authorizes release of all information specified in this authorization. Any questions that I have regarding 
disclosure may be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider specified above. 
II/ lVfr'~/U{ / /''l tA.- ·1 I ,,.,." o I v- _. '--' ·1 
Signature of Patient 11 Date 
Signliture of Legal Representative & Relationship to PatienUAuthority to Act Date 
Signature of Witness Title Date 
Complaint - Page 3 of 3 
3 
SEND ORIGINAL TO: INDUSTI ~COMMISSION, JUDICIAL DIVISION, P.O. B.., 3720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0041 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
I.C. NO. ___ -_c_·, _c; __ .,"'_·,_;_',;'_<_';...! _________ _ INJURY DATE_-:'~_,.;_/_· _c_--'-';_· -------
The above-named emplover or employer/surety responds to Claimant's Complaint by stating: 
The Industrial Special Indemnity Fund responds to the Complaint against the ISIF by stating: 
CLAIMA .. "IT'S NA,1\ffi AND ADDRESS 
~ ~ ~~-)-\ \ \ r (_ i 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 
CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S 
{NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND ADDRESS 
ATTORNEY REPRESENTINGE-Ml'tt'rl'ER--olH}MPbO¥ERISURETY (NAME AND ATTORNEY REPRESENTING Il1iDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (NAME 
AND ADDRESS) ADDRESS) 
/_ ,{' ( i' '; 
/ ~ i 










1. That the accident or occupational exposure alleged in the Complaint actually occurred on or about 
the time claimed. 
2. That the employer/employee relationship existed. 
3. That the parties were subject to the provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Act. 
4. That the condition for which benefits are claimed was caused partly 
entirely by an accident arising out of and in the course of Claimant's employment. 
5. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, manifestation of such disease is or was due to the nature 
of the employment in which the hazards of such disease actually exist, are characteristic of and 
peculiar to the trade, occupation, process, or employment. 
6. That notice of the accident causing the injury, or notice of the occupational disease, was given to the 
employer as soon as practical but not later than 60 days after such accident or 60 days of the 
manifestation of such occupational disease. 
7. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average weekly wage pursuant to 
Idaho Code,§ 72-419: 
8. That the alleged employer was insured or permissibly self-insured under the Idaho Workers' 
Compensation Act. 
9. What benefits, if any, do you concede are due Claimant? 
I 
'-' ( ) . 
IC1003 {Rev. 3/01/2008) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) 
Appendix 3 
Answer-Page 1 of 2 
y 
/ 
(Continued from front) 
10. State Vlith specificity what matters are in dispute and your reason for denying liability, together with any affirmative defenses. 
Under the Commission rules, you have 21 days from the date of service of the Complaint to answer the Complaint. A copy of your 
Answer must be mailed to the Commission and a copy must be served on all parties or their attorneys by regular U.S. mail or by personal 
service of process. Unless you deny liability, you should pay immediately the compensation required by law, and not cause the claimant, 
as well as yourself, the expense of a hearing. All compensation which is concededly due and accrued should be paid. Payments due 
should not be withheld because a Complaint has been filed. Rule 3.D., Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure under the Idaho 
Workers' Compensation Law, applies. Complaints against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund must be filed on Form I.C. 1002. 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. NO 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? IF SO, PLEASE STATE. 
c \ , /, ·' . .+. , < , c \ I , c; i ,/ ,, , / r . / 
Amount of Compensation Paid to Date 
PPI/PPD TTD 
PLEASE COMPLETE 
I hereby certify that on the day 
CLAIMANT'S NAME A.ND ADDRESS 
via: personal service of process 
(/regular U.S. Mail ' .. 
Dated 
Medical 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
EMPLOYER A.1\lD SURETY'S 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
via: personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
Signature 
Type or Print Name 
Print or Type Name 
INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND 
(if applicable) 
via: personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
Answer-Page 2 of 2 
5 
SEND ORIGINAL TO: INDUSTRIAL COMMISS1m· DICIAL DIVISION, P.O. BOX 83720, BOISE, IDAHC' ' 0-0041 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Geffary Stringer 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
j CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
I Dennis R. Petersen 
/ PETERSEN, PAR.KINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1645 
I Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-1645 
I (208) 522-5200 
---------------+1--------------------------
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Russell Griffeth 
d/b/ a Teton Physical Therapy 
203 7 East l 71h Street 
Idaho Fails, Idaho 83404 
CLAIMANT'S SOCIAL SECURITY NO. CLAIMANT'S BIRTHDATE 
STATE AND COUNTY IN WHICH INJURY OCCURRED 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT HAPPENED) 
1 WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIERS (NOT ADJUSTER'S NAME 
I AND ADDRESS 
I State Insurance Fund 
1 P.O. Box 83720 
I Boise, Idaho 83 720-0044 
I 
I 
DATE OF INJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
September 4, 2009 
WHEN INJURED, CLAIMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE 
of $_650.00 per week PURSUANT TO §72-419, !DAHO CODE 
Claimant was installing a valley beam on a remodel when the ceiling collapsed, Claimant fell and 
the beam injured his left leg. At the time of the accident Russell Griffeth, dba Teton physical therapy, was 
statutory employer of claimant. 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
Left leg injury. 
WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME? 
Medical benefits, PPI, PPD, TTD, Retraining & Attorney Fees 
DATE ON WHICH NOTICE OF INJURY WAS GIVEN TO EMPLOYER TO WHOM YOU GAVE NOTICE 
S-eptember 4, 2009 Brian Robinson 
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: II ORAL II WRITTEN 0 OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED 
1. Temporary Total Disability; 
2. Pennanent Partial Impairment; 
3. Permanent Partial Disability; 
4. Temporary Partial Disability; 
5. Retraining 
6. Attorney Fees 
7. Past & Future Medicals 
8. Retention of Jurisdiction 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? D YES Ill NO IF SO, PLEASE STATE WH'" 
rr===========================================·'-•' 
NOTICE COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND MUST BE FILED ON FORM LC. 1002 
IC1001 (Rev. 1/91/2004) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Complaint-Page 1 of 3 
PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND ADDRESS) 
Idaho Orthopaedic Surgery/Joseph Lijenquist, M.D., 3405 Merlin Drive, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Peak Performance Physical Therapy, 3456 East l 71h , Suite 130, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83406 
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center, 3100 Channing Way, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU INCURRED TO DATE? Unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF ANY?$ Unknovvn WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU PAID, IF ANY?$ None 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE, ~YES 0 NO 
DATE May 10, 2010 SIGNATU~ORNEY 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET Of QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
NAME AND SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OF PARTY 
FILING COMPLAINT 
WAS FILING PARTY DEPENDENT ON DECEASED? 
DYES ONO 
DATE OF DEATH RELATION OF DECEASED TO CLAIMANT 
DID FILING PARTY LIVE WITH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT? 
DYES D NO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
tlL. 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the/D_ day of~ , lQlQ , I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Complaint upon 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS SURETY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Russell Griffeth 
d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy 
2037 East l 71h Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
via 0 
• 
personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
State Insurance Fund 
P.O. Box 83720 





· personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
NOTICE! An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form l.C. 
1003 with the Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of 
mailing to avoid default. If no answer is filed, a default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, idaho 
83720-0041 208) 334-6000 
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE E3) 
Complaint- ~--- ~ -' 
'1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0041 
Patient Name: ______________ _ 




SSN or Case Number: 
----------~ 
(Provider Use Only) 
Medical Record 
Number: 
D Pick_u_p_C_o_p_i_e_s __,,D~-F-a_x_C_o_pies 
# 
AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF HEALTH INFORMATION 
I hereby authorize ___________________ to disclose health information as specified: 
Provider Name - must be specific for each provider 
To:----------------------------------------lnsurance Company/Third Party Administrator/Self Insured Emp/oyer/ISIF, their attorneys or patient's attorney 
Street Address 
Purpose or need for 
(e.g. Worker's Compensation Claim ) 
Information to be disclosed: Date(s) of Hospitalization/Care: _________ _ 
D Discharge Summary 
D History & Physical Exam 
D Consultation Reports 
D Operative Reports 
D Lab 
D Pathology 
D Radiology Reports 
D Entire Record 
D Other: Specify __________________ _ 
I understand that the disclosure may include information relating to (check if applicable): 
D AIDS or HIV 
D Psychiatric or Mental Health Information 
D Drug/Alcohol Abuse Information 
I understand that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR Part 
164) and that the information may be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer be protected by the federal 
regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any time by notifying the privacy officer, 
except that revoking the authorization won't apply to information already released in response to this authorization. I 
understand that the provider wiil not condition treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits on my signing this 
authorization. Unless otherwise revoked, this authorization will expire upon resolution of worker's compensation 
claim. Provider, its employees, officers, copy service contractor, and physicians are hereby released from any legal 
responsibility or liability for disclosure of the above information to the extent indicated and authorized by me on this form 
and as outlined in the Notice of Privacy. My signature below authorizes release of all information specified in this 
authorization. Any questions that I have regarding disclosure may be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider 
specified abov . 
-,L_ ~ 
c-
Signature of Legal Representative & Relationship to Patient/Authority to Act Date 
Signature of Witness Title Date 
Original: Medical Record Copy: Patient Complaint - Page 3 of 3 
Fax sent by : 2085228547 PETERSEN PAR~IHSOH 05-21-10 11: 51 
SE:'.JD ORIGfNAL TO: INDUSTRIAL COMMISSIG1 . JUDICIAL DIVISION, P.O. BOX 83720, BOISE, IDAHO 3720-0041 
AMENDED WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT 
Pg: 2/3 
CLAIMANT'S NAME ANO ADDRESS 
Geffary Stringer 
! CUllMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME. A!J!JRESS AND TEI FPHONE NUMBER 
Dennis R. Petersen 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Telephone Number: 
EMPLOYER'S NAME; ANO ADDRE:SS 
High Mark Constmction 
3 702 Windmill Drive 
Idaho .FaHs, Idaho 83401 
Statutorv Bmploycr 
Russell Griffeth 
dJb/a Teton Physical Therapy 
203 7 East 17°' Street 
Idaho falls, Idaho 83404 
CLAIMANT'S SOCIAL SECURITY NO. CLAIMANT'S BIRTHDATC 
STA TE AND COUNTY IN WHICH INJURY OCCURRED 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
PETERSEN, PAR.KINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
i P.O. Box 1645 . 
! Idaho .Palls, Idaho 83403-1645 
(208) 522-5200 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CABRICR'S (NOT ADJUS I !:K'S NAME 
ANDADORf::SS 
State Insurance F un<l 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0044 
DATE OF IN.lllRY OR MANIFESTATION or OCCUPATIONAL DISEASt 
September 4, 2009 
WHEN INJURED, ClAIMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE Wtl:KLY WAGE 
____ \,__of:$_650.00 per We~k_" __ ... _u_R_su_ANTT0§72419, IDAHOCOOF. -----
OESCl{ltll: HOW INJURY OR OCCl!PATIONAi f)ISEASE OCCURRED (Wl"!AT I IAPP;;:N5D) 
Claimant was installing a valley beam on a remodel when the ceiling coliapsed, Claimant fell and 
the beam injured his left leg. 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PRORI EMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPA I IONAL DISEASE 
Left leg injury. 
WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENFE'ITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME? 
Medical benefits, PPT, PPD, TTD, Retraining & Attorney foes - ~ -~ 
DATE ON WHICH NOHCi:; Ot- INJURY WP-3 GIVEN TO EMPL.OY!=R TO WI IOM YOU GA\/S NOTICE 
Septem her 4, 2009 
1 IOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: II ORAL 
ISSUt OR ISSU!::S INVOLVED 
1. Temporary Total Disability; 
2. Permanent Partial hnpairment~ 
J. Pem1anent Partial Disability; 
4. T~mporary Partial Disability; 
5. Retraining 
6. Attorney Fees 
7. Past & Future Medicals 
8. Retention of Jurisdiction 
i Brian Robinson 
• WRITTFN 0 OTHER. f>LEASE SPEClrY 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED St! Or rA<.:IS? 0 YE"S • NO IF SO, PLE:ASE STATE WHY. 
05/21/2010 FRI 11 57 [TX/RX NO 5474] 9 
/ 
SEND ORIGINAL TO: INDUSTRIAL COMMISSlm ICIAL DIVISION, P.O. BOX 83720, BOISE, IDAHC' 0-0041 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Geffary Stringer 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Telephone Number: 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
High Mark Construction 
3702 Windmill Drive 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Statutory Employer 
Russell Griffeth 
d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy 
203 7 East 17th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
AMENDED WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT 
I 
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
Dennis R. Petersen 
PETERSEN, P ARKlNSON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-1645 
I (208) 522-5200 
I 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER"S (NOT ADJUSTER'S NAME 
AND ADDRESS 
I State Insurance Fund 
1 P.O. Box 83720 




CLAIMANT'S SOCIAL SECURITY NO. I CLAIMANT'S BIRTHDATE I DATE OF INJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
- ..... ~-----·-----_j ___ -l September 4, 2009 ·-·-··-······ ·-··---
' STATE AND COUNTY IN WHICH INJURY OCCURRED 1 WHEN INJURED, CLAIMANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE 
Bonneville County, Idaho of $_650.00 per Week PURSUANTTO §72-419, IDAHO CODE 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT HAPPENED) 
Claimant was installing a valley beam on a remodel when the ceiling collapsed, Claimant fell and 
the beam injured his left leg. 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
Left leg injury. 
WHAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME? 
Medical benefits, PPI, PPD, TTD, Retraining & Attorney Fees 
DATE ON WHICH NOTICE OF INJURY WAS GIVEN TO EMPLOYER TO WHOM YOU GAVE NOTICE 
September 4, 2009 Brian Robinson 
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN II ORAL II WRITTEN 0 OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED 
1. Temporary Total Disability; 
2. Permanent Partial Impairment; 
3. Permanent Partial Disability; 
4. Temporary Partial Disability; 
5. Retraining 
6. Attorney Fees 
7. Past & Future Medicals 
8. Retention of Jurisdiction 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? D YES Ill NO IF SO, PLEASE STATE WHY. 
I CJ 
DO YOU BEUEV": THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? D YES IF SO, PLEASE STATE WHY. 
NOTICE: COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND MUST BE FILED ON FORM LC. 1002 
IC1001 (Rev 1101/2004) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Complaint-Page 1 of 3 
·----·------------------------------
PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND ADDRESS) 
Idaho Orthopaedic Surgery/Joseph Lijenquist, M.D., 3405 Merlin Drive, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Peak Performance Physical Therapy, 3456 East 17th, Suite 130, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83406 
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center, 3100 Channing Way, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU INCURRED TO DATE? Unknown 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF ANY?$ Unknown WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU PAID, IF ANY?$ None 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE, 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
181YES 
NAME AND SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OF PARTY 
FILING COMPLAINT 
DATE OF DEATH RELATION OF DECEASED TO CLAIMANT 
WAS FILING PARTY DEPENDENT ON DECEASED? PARTY LIVE WITH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT? 
YES D NO D NO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on therli day of J'=!Ct.A.-/z::> , 2 o lo , I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Complaint upon · 
d l 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
High Mark Construction 
3702 Windmill Drive 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Statutory Employer 
Russell Griffeth 
d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy 
203 7 East 17th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
via D 
• 
personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
SURETY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
State Insurance Fund 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0044 
via D 
II 
personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
c=:::t'--------
S i gnat u re 
ONO 
NOTICE! An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form l.C. 1003 with the 
Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid default. If 
no answer is filed, a default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0041 
(2~)3~-0000 I 
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE E3) 
Complaint-Page 2 of 3 
II 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the)J_ day of May, 2010, I served a true and correct copy 
of the following-described document on the person(s) listed by the method indicated. 
Document Served: 
Larren K. Covert, Esquire 
525 9th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Amended Workers' Compensation Complaint 
• First Class Mail, Postage Pre-Paid 
0 Facsimile 
0 Hand- Delivered 
0 Express Mail 
~ 
Dennis R. Petersen 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT 
I. c. l'J 0. --=2~0~0~9~0~2"-5""-8---=-0~4 ___________ _ 
~ The above-named employer or employer/surety responds to Claimant's Complaint by stating: 
D The Industrial Special Indemnity Fund responds to the Complaint against the ISIF by stating: 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS CLAIMANT'S ATIORNEY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Geffary Stringer Dennis R. Petersen 
3236 Sandy Drive Petersen, Parkinson & Arnold, PLLC 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S (NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME 
AND ADDRESS 
Teton Physical Therapy 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND 2037 East 17th Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0044 
A TIORNEY REPRESENTING EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYER/SURETY (NAME AND ATIORNEY REPRESENTING INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND (NAME AND 
ADDRESS) 
STEVEN R. FULLER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 191 
PRESTON, ID 83263 









1. That the accident or occupational exposure alleged in the Complaint adually occurred on or 
about the time claimed. 
2. That the employer/employee relationship existed. 
3. That the parties were subject to the provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Act. 
4. That the condition for which benefits are claimed was caused partly Q entirely Q by an 
accident arising out of and in the course of Claimant's employment. 
5. That, if an occupational disease is alleged, manifestation of such disease is or was due to 
the nature of the employment in which the hazards of such disease actually exist, are 
characteristic of and peculiar to the trade, occupation, process, or employment. 
6. That notice of the accident causing the injury, or notice of the occupational disease, was 
given to the employer as soon as practical but not later than 60 days after such accident or 60 
days of the manifestation of such occupational disease. 
7. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average weekly wage 
pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 72-419: ~--=u::.:..:..:..:n1k.:..:.::::..now~n ________ . 
8. That the alleged employer was insured or permissibly self-insured under the Idaho Workers' 
Compensation Act. 
9. What benefits, if any, do you concede are due Claimant? None 
IC1003 (Rev.1/01/2004) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Answer - Page 1 
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10. State with specificity what matters 2·· · · dispute and your reason for denying liar, .. ,, together with any affirmative 
defenses. 
Defendants deny each and every allegation of Claimant's Complaint not admitted herein. 
The Defendant, Russell Griffeth, dba Teton Physical Therapy, denies he is the statutory employer 
of the claimant. 
Defendants reserve the right to amend this Answer and/or raise additional defenses based on 
information discovered subsequent hereto. 
Under the commission rules, you have twenty-one (21) days from the date of service of the Complaint to answer the Complaint. A 
copy of your Answer must be mailed to the Commission and a copy must be served on all parties or the attorneys by regular U.S. 
mail or by personal service of process. Unless you deny liability, you should pay immediately the compensation required by law, 
and not cause te claimant, as well as yourself, the expense of a hearing. All compensation which is concededly due and accrued 
should be paid. Payments due should not be withheld because a Complaint has been filed. Rule lll(D), Judicial Rules of Practice 
and Procedure under the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law, applies. Complaint against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund 
must be filed on Form l.C. 1002. 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. 0 YES t8l NO 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? IF SO, PLEASE STATE 
No 
Amount of Compensation Paid to Date Dated 
1--PP_o ___ --1_T_T_D ____ -+-_M_e_di_ca_1 __ ---1 S / {)_fe / { 0 
0 0 0 
PLEASE COMPLETE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
...p,_ 
I hereby certify that on the J.4.;i day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer upon: 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
Geffary Stringer 
% Dennis R. Petersen 
Petersen, Parkinson & Arnold, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
via D personal service of process 
IZl Regular U.S. Mail 
EMPLOYER AND SURETY'S 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL TY INDEMNITY FUND 
(if applicable) 
via personal service of process via D personal service of process 
D regularU.S.Mail ~~
Signature 
Answer - Page 2 of 2 
JLI 




WILLIAM BRYAN ROBINSON, d/b/a 
HIGHMARK CONSTRUCTION, Employer 
and 
RUSSELL G. GRIFFETH, d/b/a TETON 
PHYSICAL THERAPY, P.A., Employer and 
STATE INSURANCE FUND, Surety, 
Defendants. 
IC 2009-025804 
FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND 
ORDER 
INTRODUCTION 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-506, the Idaho Industrial Commission assigned the above-
entitled matter to Referee Alan Taylor, who conducted a hearing in Idaho Falls on September 12, 
2011. Claimant, Geff Stringer, was present in person and represented by Dennis Petersen, of 
Idaho Falls. Defendant, William Robinson, was represented by Larren Covert, of Idaho Falls. 
Defendants Russell Griffeth and State Insurance Fund were represented by Steven Fuller of 
Preston. The parties presented oral and documentary evidence. Briefs were later submitted and 
the matter came under advisement on February 6, 2012. The undersigned Commissioners have 
chosen not to adopt the Referee's recommendation and hereby issue their own findings of fact, 
conclusions of law, and order. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER - 1 
I 
ISSUES 
The issues to be decided are: 
1. \\'hether Claimant's work constituted causal employment, exempt from workers' 
compensation coverage; 
2. Whether Claimant was an employee or independent contractor of Russell Griffeth 
at the time of the accident; 
3. Whether Claimant was an employee or independent contractor of William 
Robinson at the time of the accident; and 
4. Whether Russell Griffeth was the statutory employer of Claimant. 
All other issues are reserved. 
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 
Claimant was injured on September 4, 2009, when a falling beam fractured his ankle. 
Claimant asserts that he was an employee of Robinson and that Griffeth was Claimant's statutory 
employer pursuant to Idaho Code§ 72-216. 
All Defendants assert that Claimant's employment, if any, constituted casual employment 
exempt from workers' compensation coverage pursuant to Idaho Code§ 72-212. All Defendants 
contend that Claimant was an independent contractor and not an employee at the time of his 
accident. Robinson contends that Claimant, if an employee at all, was an employee of Griffeth. 
EVIDENCE CONSIDERED 
The record in this matter consists of the following: 
1. The Industrial Commission legal file; 
2. Claimant's Exhibits 1-22, and Defendants' Exhibits A-D, admitted at the hearing; 
and 
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3. The testimony of Claimant, Russell Griffeth, and William Robinson, taken at the 
September 12, 2011 hearing. 
All objections posed during the pre-hearing depositions are overruled. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Claimant's background. Claimant had resided in Twin Falls for seven months 
at the time of the hearing. He has worked in construction most of his adult life. Shortly prior to 
August 2009, he built custom homes in Island Park and Jackson Hole, and framed a motel in 
Idaho Falls. 
2. Robinson's background. At the time of the hearing Robinson lived in Ammon 
and was employed at Pendleton Flour Mills as a maintenance mechanic. Prior to 2009, he was 
employed by and a supervisor in a framing company that framed churches. He also worked as a 
contractor and subcontractor doing framing and finish work. In approximately 2007, he owned 
and operated his own business, High Mark Construction, in which he employed several 
construction workers. At that time, Robinson had workers' compensation insurance coverage. 
Shortly before August 2009, he built a 5,000 square foot home. Robinson ceased carrying 
workers' compensation coverage prior to August 2009. He ceased operating his construction 
business in September 2009. 
3. Griffeth's background. Griffeth is a practicing physical therapist, licensed since 
199 l. When he was 15, Griffeth worked for an electrician for two months but acquired no 
significant technical construction skills. He is not a licensed or trained contractor. Griffeth 
acted as his ovm general contractor in building his first and second homes. He organized 
subcontractors, but did not have the technical skills to do any of the building himself. Prior to 
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August 2009, Robinson knew Griffeth and installed interior trim and molding on Griffeth's 
home. 
4. Teton Physical Therapy addition. Griffeth is the o-vvner of Teton Physical 
Therapy. He and a physician own the property and building housing Teton Physical Therapy in 
Idaho Falls. In early 2009, Griffeth decided to add on to the existing building housing his 
physical therapy practice. With an architect he formulated plans and then sought a general 
contractor to build the 2,000 square foot addition. Griffeth wanted to be his own general 
contractor on the addition; however, the city required a licensed contractor for a commercial 
construction project. Griffeth obtained bids from several contractors, including Robinson, 
although Robinson's bid was less fonnal. Robinson did not initially have a contractor's license 
when they began discussing the project. However, he soon obtained one and Griffeth selected 
Robinson as the general contractor. Griffeth thought that Robinson had obtained workers' 
compensation insurance coverage, mistakenly believing that securing workers' compensation 
coverage was one prerequisite for obtaining a contractor license. Robinson was required to 
acquire liability insurance before obtaining his contractor license. He obtained liability 
insurance, but did not obtain workers' compensation insurance. 
5. Griffeth and Robinson executed no ·written contract, but both understood that 
Robinson would oversee the construction of the addition and bid some parts of the project. 
Griffeth considered Robinson the general contractor for the addition, and agreed to pay Robinson 
$20.00 per hour for overseeing the addition construction. Additionally, Griffeth considered 
Robinson the subcontractor for framing and truss work, trim and finish work, roofing and 
demolition, and the attic and beam work required to join the new addition to the existing 
building. Robinson's bid for framing and truss work was approximately $14,000. His bid for 
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trim and finish work was $1,800. Robinson ordered the trim materials and Griffeth paid for 
them. Robinson perfonned attic and beam work based upon time and materials pursuant to a 
verbal agreement made when Griffeth decided to change part of the addition in late July or 
August. Griffeth expected Robinson to provide all labor needed to do the attic and beam work. 
6. Griffeth and Robinson discussed and arranged for other subcontractors. Robinson 
submitted bills to Griffeth for payment. Griffeth selected some subcontractors without 
consulting Robinson. Robinson did not select any subcontractors v,rithout first consulting 
Griffeth. Griffeth obtained signed bids as contracts from some of the subcontractors. Griffeth 
arranged for subcontractors for excavation, foundation, sheet rocking, insulating, plumbing, and 
electrical work. Robinson estimated that Griffeth arranged for about two-thirds of the 
subcontractors himself. Robinson met with and coordinated scheduling with the electrical 
subcontractor. Griffeth regularly paid the subcontractors directly. Griffeth paid for nearly all of 
the materials. On four or five occasions Griffeth directly paid two individuals working under 
Robinson on the framing and attic projects. Griffeth did this at Robinson's request, to expedite 
payment to these individuals. 
7. Robinson was not on the addition site every day; however, Griffeth was present 
every day while he continued his physical therapy practice in the existing facility, adjacent to the 
addition. Griffeth did not fire anyone off the project; however, he talked with the construction 
workers if he did not like the finished product. Griffeth received all of the bills relating to the 
addition either directly or from Robinson, and paid them. 
8. Robinson was at the addition for framing from May until June. Robinson testified 
he only visited the job site once or twice from approximately July until mid-August. In mid-
August, Robinson started installing trim. 
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9. Claimant's work on the addition and in Shelley. Approximately August 19, 
2009, Robinson placed an ad on Craigslist seeking an experienced carpenter capable of doing 
trim work and beam work without training. At his deposition on January 11, 2011, Robinson 
testified as follows: 
Q. (By Mr. Petersen) So within the ad you put on Craigslist, you said independent 
contractor or what terminology? I'm not trying to put words in your mouth. 
A. I'm not sure independent contractor or whether I just said an independent carpenter is 
how I think I stated it. 
Q. Independent carpenter? 
A. Carpenter, exactly. 
Robinson Deposition, p. 27, 1. 24 through p. 28, 1. 6. However, at the September 12, 2011, 
hearing, Robinson testified regarding the ad: "I remember it saying independent contractor." 
Transcript, p. 201, 1. 25. 
10. On August 19, 2009, Claimant saw the posting on Craigslist. Claimant responded 
and Robinson called and met Claimant the next day at Robinson's mother-in-law's home in 
Idaho Falls. Robinson described the anticipated trim and beam work at the Teton Physical 
Therapy addition. Robinson agreed to pay Claimant $13.50 per hour. Robinson testified he 
hired Claimant to "perform carpentry work, whatever was needed." Robinson Deposition, p. 28, 
11. 19-20. Claimant was to keep track of his own hours. Claimant understood he would get paid 
every two weeks. They did not discuss withholding any taxes from his earnings. Robinson told 
Claimant to start work at 7:00 a.m. There was a key hidden by the addition door so Claimant 
had access to the addition. Either on August 20, 2009, or shortly thereafter, Robinson advised 
Claimant that he did not have workers' compensation insurance but would obtain it when he had 
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more money. Robinson told Claimant that he would try to arrange more jobs after the Teton 
Physical Therapy addition was completed. 
11. On Friday, August 21, 2009, Claimant started work with Robinson. That day they 
picked up Robinson's trailer at Teton Physical Therapy which contained Robinson's tools, air 
compressors, skill saws, nail guns, and miter saws, and took the trailer to Shelley. Claimant rode 
with Robinson in his truck. In Shelley, they took measurements to repair a deck, then returned to 
Teton Physical Therapy, took the necessary tools into the addition, and Robinson showed 
Claimant the location for the trim. Claimant started installing trim on the addition. Claimant 
provided his own tool bag and hand tools. Robinson supplied table saws, compound miter saws, 
air compressors, nail guns, nflils, and all other materials required. Robinson introduced Claimant 
to Griffeth on August 21. 
12. Claimant's first day of work, August 21, 2009, happened to be a payday. 
Claimant worked and was paid by Robinson for eight hours that day. This included Claimant's 
time riding with Robinson, helping Robinson measure the deck in Shelley, and Claimant's work 
installing trim at the Teton Physical Therapy addition. Robinson paid Claimant with a personal 
check on Robinson's account. Claimant may have worked on August 22. He did not work on 
August 23, 2009. 
13. On Monday, August 24, 2009, Claimant began working at 7:00 a.m. At 
Robinson's direction, Claimant and others went to a job site in Shelley for two hours and 
returned. Claimant then resumed trim installation on the addition. Claimant worked a total of 
9.5 hours that day. On August 25, Claimant continued installing trim. Robinson helped install 
trim from time to time. Robinson was on and off the addition site most days. Claimant had 
sufficient expertise to install the trim himself. Although at one point, either that day or within 
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the next few days, Griffeth came out from the existing building and told Claimant he did not like 
gaps in the trim and that Claimant should close up the gaps. Claimant did not get into a 
discussion with Griffeth about trim installation because Claimant believed Robinson was his 
boss. Once when Claimant went outside the addition to smoke, Griffeth told Claimant not to 
waste time and to get back to work. 
14. On August 26, 2009, Claimant continued installing trim. That day Robinson told 
Claimant there was a rush to complete the addition job and that Claimant could work as long as 
he wanted. Claimant worked 13 hours that day. Robinson continued to be present from time to 
time and helped install trim. Claimant estimated that about 25% of the time Robinson worked 
with him installing trim. 
15. On August 27, 2009, Claimant continued installing trim. At Robinson's direction, 
Claimant also began helping with the ceiling and attic of the addition in preparation for placing 
beams. Robinson instructed Claimant to keep track of his hours spent installing trim separate 
from his hours spent working on the ceiling, attic and beams. Robinson paid Claimant at the 
same rate for all of the hours he worked, but Claimant thereafter kept track of his hours 
separately as directed. Claimant installed trim for eight hours and prepared for beam placement 
for five hours that day. 
16. On August 28, 2009, Robinson directed Claimant to go to a house in Shelley and 
replace a door and several windows. Claimant did so. Robinson arrived at the house in Shelley 
as Claimant and two other individuals hired by Robinson, Roberto and Mario, completed the 
assigned work. Roberto told Claimant that he had worked for Robinson for three years. Mario 
started working for Robinson the week before Claimant began working on the addition. 
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Claimant then returned to Idaho Falls and continued the trim and beam preparation work on the 
addition. Claimant did not work on August 29 or 30, 2009. 
17. On Monday, August 31, 2009, Claimant worked on the trim for nine hours and 
the beams for two hours. On September 1, 2009, Claimant continued to separately record his 
hours spent working on trim from his hours spent working on the attic and beams. Claimant 
worked with Roberto and Mario cleaning insulation from around the rafters in preparation for 
placing beams. Robinson was not present that day. 
18. On September 2, 2009, Claimant worked in the ceiling cleaning out insulation and 
then did some trim work and framing. On September 3, 2009, Claimant finished all of the trim 
installation on the addition. 
19. By September 4, 2009, Claimant was looking for and applied for work elsewhere 
because he was concerned about the safety of the addition job site. He believed Griffeth was 
really running the job. Claimant was not directing the beam work. He believed there were too 
few screws to securely fasten the brackets that were to support the beams. As preparations 
continued to set the beams, at least one rafter was cut to provide clearance to move the beams 
into position. 
20. September 4, 2009, was a payday. Robinson turned in the hours worked by 
Claimant, Roberto, and Mario to Griffeth for payment. Griffeth never paid Claimant. Griffeth 
\Vrote Robinson a single check. Robinson paid Claimant in cash, but was short $150.00. 
Claimant advised Robinson he was short and Robinson agreed to pay Claimant the balance. 
Robinson paid him the $150.00 in cash about one week later. This constituted full payment for 
Claimant's hours installing trim and preparing to place beams on the addition, and installing 
windows and doors at the house in Shelley. 
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21. Accident. Pursuant to Robinson's direction, on Friday September 4, 2009, 
Claimant commenced working on the addition at 4:30 p.m., after Griffeth's physical therapy 
patients were gone. Griffeth let Robinson, Claimant, Mario, and Roberto into the building for 
work that afternoon. The addition was ready to be joined to the existing building. Claimant 
planned to work through the weekend to complete the addition project so that Griffeth could 
resume treating physical therapy patients on September 8, 2009, the day after Labor Day. 
22. Robinson asked Griffeth to have some of his physical therapy staff stay after their 
usual work that day to help move beams. Griffeth had several of his physical therapy staff stay 
to help clean and move equipment. One of them helped move beams up to the attic. Robinson 
asked Claimant to help with the ceiling and specifically told Claimant to help lift the beams. 
Claimant, Robinson, Griffeth, Roberto, Mario, and some physical therapy staff gathered to help. 
Claimant and Griffeth talked while preparing to set the beams. Griffeth reminded Claimant to 
keep his hours for beam work separate from his hours for trim work. 
23. As the beam work progressed on September 4, 2009, Robinson was in charge. 
Robinson began cutting beams, apparently with a chainsaw Claimant provided, and preparing to 
set them in place. Robinson, Roberto, and Claimant positioned themselves in the attic and 
helped lift a 14-foot beam. As they lifted the beam, the ceiling collapsed and all three of them, 
together with the beam, fell approximately 12 feet to the floor below. The falling beam struck 
Claimant's left lower extremity. He suffered a bimalleolar left ankle fracture. No one else was 
injured. After the accident, Griffeth asked Robinson if his workers' compensation insurance was 
in force and Robinson replied that he was not sure. Robinson helped Claimant to Griffeth's 
truck and Griffeth drove Claimant to the hospital. Griffeth later discovered that Robinson did 
not have workers' compensation coverage. 
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24. Claimant's wife's health insurance paid for a portion of the medical treatment 
required for Claimant's injuries. After recovering from his accident, Claimant worked for 
several months for his father's business. He also worked for several more months doing bridge 
demolition, repair and resurfacing in Idaho Falls and Oregon. At the time of the hearing, 
Claimant was unemployed. 
25. Credibility of the witnesses. From August 21 to September 4, 2009, Claimant 
reported to the unemployment office that he was not working; when in fact he was working on 
the Teton Physical Therapy addition and the Shelley job site. Thus, at the time of the accident, 
Claimant was receiving unemployment benefits while he was working. He later repaid the 
unemployment benefits he had received for this period. 
Having observed Claimant, Robinson, and Griffeth at hearing, and compared their 
testimony with other evidence in the record, the Referee found that none have a perfect memory; 
however, all are generally credible witnesses. Regarding those matters on \vhich Claimant's and 
Robinson's testimony disagree, the Referee found that Claimant is the more credible witness. 
The Commission finds no reason to disturb the Referee's findings and observations on 
Claimant's presentation or credibility. 
DISCUSSION AND FURTHER FINDINGS 
26. The provisions of the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law are to be liberally 
construed in favor of the employee. Haldiman v. American Fine Foods, 117 Idaho 955, 956, 793 
P .2d 187, 188 (1990). The humane purposes which it serves leave no room for narrow, technical 
construction. Ogden v. Thompson, 128 Idaho 87, 88, 910 P.2d 759, 760 (1996). Facts, however, 
need not be construed liberally in favor of the worker when evidence is conflicting. Aldrich v. 
Lamb-Weston. Inc., 122 Idaho 361, 363, 834 P.2d 878, 880 (1992). 
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27. Initially, it must be determined with whom Claimant had a contractual 
relationship, and the nature of that relationship. Claimant contends that he was an employee, 
either of Griffeth or Robinson, and in the latter scenario, that Griffeth was his "statutory" 
employer. Robinson maintains that for the attic and beam work Claimant was performing at the 
time of his injury, Claimant was Griffeth's employee, or, in the alternative, an independent 
contractor. Griffeth contends that Claimant was not his direct employee, and that the 
relationship, if any, between Griffeth and Claimant can only be characterized as that of 
principal/independent contractor. 
28. Turning first to the nature of the relationship between Griffeth and Claimant, 
Idaho Code § 72-102 defines employee, employer and independent contractor as follows: 
(12) "Employee" is synonymous with "workman" and means any person who has 
entered into the employment of, or who works under contract of service or 
apprenticeship with, an employer. .... 
(13)(a) "Employer" means any person who has expressly or impliedly hired or 
contracted the services of another. It includes contractors and subcontractors. . ... 
(17) "Independent Contractor" means any person who renders service for a 
specified recompense for a specific result, under the right to control or actual 
control of his principal as to the result of his work only and not as to the means by 
which such result is accomplished. . ... 
29. In Seward v. State Brand Division, 75 Idaho 467, 274 P.2d 993 (1954), Seward 
was injured while helping a state deputy brand inspector gratuitously examine brands at the 
express request of the deputy inspector. The Commission found that Seward was an independent 
livestock hauler, had previously helped with brand inspections on occasion, and was unaware 
that the deputy inspector had no authority to hire him. The Commission determined the accident 
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was compensable. The Idaho Supreme Court reversed noting there was no assertion or evidence 
the state brand inspector was aware of the deputy's actions. The Court declared: 
Before one can become the employee of another, knowledge and consent of the 
employer, expressed or implied, is required. . . . . Claimant did not have either an 
express oral or written agreement for employment and . . . the Deputy Brand 
Inspector at Idaho Falls had no power or authority to employ him, if he did. . ... 
Seward v. State Brand Division, 75 Idaho 467, 471-472, 274 P.2d 993, 997-998 (1954). 
30. In the present case, there is no persuasive indication that Griffeth authorized 
Robinson to hire Claimant as Griffeth's employee. However, Claimant testified that he believed 
he was working for Griffeth on the attic and beam work. Robinson offered a similar statement. 
Claimant arrived at this conclusion because Griffeth instructed him to keep his hours separate for 
beam work as opposed to trim work, and shortly before the accident Griffeth told him to help lift 
the beams. 
31. \\'11en closely questioned at hearing, Claimant testified that Robinson specifically 
asked Claimant to stay on and help with the roof and ceiling. Robinson had already told 
Claimant to keep his hours for trim and beam work separate because Griffeth had accepted 
Robinson's bid of $1,800.00 for trim installation, whereas Griffeth had agreed to pay Robinson 
for attic and beam work on the basis of materials and time, including the time of the workers 
hired by Robinson. Robinson had previously met with Claimant after he responded to the 
Craigslist posting for an experienced carpenter to do beam work and agreed to pay Claimant 
$13.50 per hour to work on the addition. Robinson had directed Claimant when to appear to 
work on the addition throughout the previous two weeks, including the very day of the accident, 
provided virtually all of the necessary tools, and directed the beam placement work. Robinson 
paid Claimant for all of his work hours, including his hours working on the attic and the beams. 
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32. Griffeth testified that Claimant worked for Robinson. Griffeth denied any 
agreement with Claimant as an employee or independent contractor. Griffeth testified that he 
may have verbally encouraged Claimant to be diligent as part of Robinson's crew, but Griffeth 
had no intention of hiring Claimant, did not agree to hire Claimant, and did not hire Claimant in 
any capacity. 
33. Claimant acknowledged, and it is undisputed, that Griffeth provided no tools for 
use on any phase of the project, never discussed any rate of pay with Claimant, and never paid 
Claimant. Other than the instant claim for workers' compensation benefits, Claimant has never 
alleged any claim for compensation against Griffeth. 
34. Given that the key for determining whether a direct employment relationship 
existed is whether the alleged employer had the right to control the time, manner, and method of 
executing the work, as distinguished from the right to merely require the results agreed upon, it is 
apparent in the present case that Griffeth did not assert or exercise the right to control Claimant's 
time, manner, or method of executing the attic and beam work. Furthermore, Griffeth did not 
assert even the right to merely require the results agreed upon, because there was no agreement 
regarding results between Griffeth and Claimant. The absence of these elementary indications of 
control undermines the assertion that Claimant was Griffeth' s employee or independent 
contractor. No contract of hire, either as an employee or as an independent contractor, existed 
between Griffeth and Claimant. The record does not establish the assertion that Claimant was 
either Griffeth' s employee or independent contractor. 
35. No party has proven that Claimant was an employee or independent contractor of 
Griffeth at the time of the September 4, 2009 accident. 
36. Claimant's working relationship with Robinson. The next inquiry is the nature 
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of the working relationship between Claimant and Robinson. Claimant acknowledges that he 
had no written contract of employment with Robinson, but asserts he was an employee of 
Robinson at the time of the accident. Griffeth and Robinson assert that Claimant was an 
independent contractor. The parties' dealings must be examined to determine the nature of the 
working relationship involved. Robinson asserts that Claimant's work on the beams and attic 
should be differentiated from his work on the trim and the rest of the addition in determining his 
status as an employee or independent contractor. This differentiation is immaterial inasmuch as 
Claimant was under Robinson's direction while working on the attic and beams and was not an 
employee or independent contractor of Griffeth. 
3 7. Coverage under the workers' compensation law depends upon the existence of an 
employer-employee relationship. 97 Idaho 813, 555 P.2d 144 (1976). 
"The determination of whether an injured party is an independent contractor or an employee is a 
factual determination to be made from full consideration of the facts and circumstances which 
are established by the evidence." Roman v. Horslev, 120 Idaho 136, 138, 814 P.2d 36, 38 
(1991 ). The test for distinguishing an employee from an independent contractor has been stated: 
The ultimate question in finding an employment relationship is whether the 
employer assumes the right to control the times, manner and method of executing 
the work of the employee, as distinguished from the right merely to require 
certain definite results in conforming with the agreement. Four factors are 
traditionally used in determining whether a 'right to control' exists, including, (1) 
direct evidence of the right; (2) payment and method of payment; (3) furnishing 
major items of equipment; and ( 4) the right to terminate the employment 
relationship at will and without liability. 
Id.; quoting Burdick v. Thornton, 109 Idaho 869, 871, 712 P.2d 570, 572 (1985); see also Stoica 
v. Pocol, 136 Idaho 661, 39 P.3d 601 (2001). 
38. Direct evidence of control. The first factor distinguishing an employee from an 
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independent contractor is direct evidence of the right to control the manner and method of 
executing the work. If services must be rendered personally, then the right to control is 
suggested. Control is indicated if set hours of work are established by the person for whom 
services are performed. If the worker devotes substantially full-time to the business of the 
person for whom services are rendered, then such person has control over the amount of time the 
worker can work and impliedly restricts the worker from doing other gainful work. If a worker 
makes his services available to the general public on a regular and consistent basis, this indicates 
an independent contractor relationship. If the principal uses some competitive means for 
reducing his own cost in selecting a subcontractor, then the principal may be a prime contractor 
instead of an employer. A continuing relationship between the worker and the principal 
indicates a direct employment relationship, even if the work is performed at recurring irregular 
intervals. Stoica v. Pocol, 1999 IIC 0734. 
3 9. In the present case, the posting on Craigslist to which Claimant responded was for 
an independent carpenter capable .of both trim and beam work. Robinson testified that he told 
Claimant that he would be an independent contractor at the time of hiring. However, Claimant 
testified that Robinson indicated he would line up more jobs and obtain workers' compensation 
insurance when he got more money. 
40. There is some indication that Robinson expected Claimant to personally render 
the services. Not surprisingly, Robinson discussed with Claimant his qualifications before hiring 
him. Robinson testified that he worked with Claimant on the first day to make sure Claimant 
"knew what he was doing." Robinson worked directly with Claimant most of his first two days. 
Claimant testified that Robinson supervised him almost every day while installing the trim. If 
there was a problem with the work, Claimant went to Robinson. While Claimant was 
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sufficiently skilled to install the trim without training, Robinson decided the sequence of the 
work. Robinson acknowledged that he generally told the workers what they were supposed to do 
for that day, although they sometimes worked on their own. Robinson never fully assigned or 
delegated the trim or beam work to Claimant. Rather, Claimant testified that approximately 25% 
of the time they worked together installing trim. Robinson was working alongside Claimant 
setting a beam at the time of the accident. 
41. Robinson testified that the workers could decide the number of hours they worked 
each day and that he never provided a set schedule for anyone to start their work. However, 
there is some indication that Robinson controlled Claimant's hours. Claimant testified that 
Robinson directed him to start work at 7:00 a.m. each day, except the day of his accident when 
work started about 4:30 p.m. after Griffeth's physical therapy patients had left. Robinson did not 
recall instructing Claimant to begin at 7:00 a.m.; however, Robinson did acknowledge that it 
would not have been acceptable for Claimant to fail to show up for work on any given day. 
Additionally, Claimant initially worked approximately nine hours each day until Robinson 
advised him the addition had become a rush job and Claimant could work as long as he wanted. 
Thereafter Claimant worked nearly 13 hours daily. 
42. Claimant worked substantially full-time for Robinson during the period in 
question. The record establishes that Claimant worked from approximately 9 to 13 hours per 
day, on the addition and on the project in Shelley, as directed by Robinson. Claimant's full-time 
hours of work for Robinson impliedly restricted Claimant from doing other gainful work. 
43. It does not appear that Claimant offered his services to the general public during 
the time he was working with Robinson. Although Claimant performed work in Shelley during 
the same period he worked on the addition, Robinson told Claimant to perform the work in 
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Shelley and paid Claimant for it. There is no indication that Claimant performed any work other 
than that which Robinson assigned to him during this period. 
44. Robinson and Claimant did not have a prior working relationship. This was the 
first time they had met or worked together. They only worked together approximately two 
weeks before the accident. All parties understood that the addition was a finite project. 
However, Robinson advised Claimant that after the addition \Vas completed, he would try to get 
some other jobs going. Robinson in fact drove or sent Claimant on three occasions to work on 
another job in Shelley. 
45. The extent of Robinson's control over the attic project was significant. Robinson 
acknowledged that he was the one in charge of beam setting on the evening that Claimant was 
injured. Robinson asked Griffeth to have some of his staff available to help move the beams. 
Robinson cut the beams to length that evening, apparently using Claimant's chainsaw. Robinson 
directed the mounting and fastening of the beam support brackets, including the number of 
screws used to mount the brackets, and effectively supervised the beam setting and securing 
efforts. The record establishes that at the time of Claimant's accident, Robinson was directing 
the installation of the beams; Claimant was merely helping to lift and carry a beam. There is no 
assertion or evidence that Claimant was in charge of actually setting the beams. Claimant's lack 
of control over the manner and method of executing the beam work is evidenced by his 
application for employment at another construction company two days before his accident 
because Claimant perceived the addition project was unsafe and someone else was controlling 
the method of placing the beams. Claimant testified that had the other construction company 
offered him a job, he "would have gone to work the next day"-which would have been the day 
prior to his accident. Transcript, p. 87, 1. 17. 
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46. Examination of direct evidence of the right to control suggests that during the 
parties' dealings, Robinson assumed control over who Claimant worked for, when he started 
work, whether he worked at the Shelley site or on the addition, and the manner and methods of 
executing the work. Although Robinson's and Claimant's working relationship was brief, 
Robinson's level of control over Claimant's performance generally suggests a direct employment 
relationship. 
4 7. Method of payment. The next factor in distinguishing an employee from an 
independent contractor is the method of payment. The method of payment test generally refers 
to whether income and social security taxes are withheld from a person's wages. Withholding is 
customary in an employer-employee relationship. Where the claimant was paid by the hour, but 
no income or social security taxes were withheld, the method of payment should be deemed a 
factor in favor of independent contractor status. Livingston v. Ireland Bank, 128 Idaho 66, 910 
P.2d 738 (1995). Payment at regular periodic intervals generally suggests an employer-
employee relationship. A worker who can realize a profit or suffer a loss as a result of his 
services (beyond the profit or loss ordinarily realized by employees) is generally an independent 
contractor. Stoica v. Pocol, 1999 IIC 0734. 
48. In the present case, Robinson paid Claimant $13.50 per hour and made no 
deductions or withholdings from Claimant's check. Robinson did not provide Claimant with a 
1099 because he did not perform a significant amount of work. Robinson paid Claimant 
regularly every other week. He paid Claimant via personal check the first time (August 21, 
2009) and then with cash the second time (September 4, 2010), and with additional cash the 
following week. Robinson did not have a business account at any time during his work on 
Teton Physical Therapy. Robinson paid Claimant on August 21 from a draw he obtained from 
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Griffeth. Although Griffeth paid Mario and Roberto directly by check on at least two occasions 
when Robinson was unavailable or out of town, Griffeth never paid Claimant. 
49. The manner of payment suggests an independent contractor relationship. 
50. Furnishing major items of equipment. The next factor in distinguishing an 
employee from an independent contractor is whether the principal furnishes major items of 
equipment. If the person for whom services are performed furnishes significant tools, materials, 
or other equipment, this indicates a direct employment relationship. Hanson v. BCB, Inc., 114 
Idaho 131, 754 P.2d 444 (1988). 
51. In the present case, Claimant provided his own tool bag with usual hand tools. 
Claimant also provided a chainsaw to cut the beams to length. However, although Claimant 
provided the chainsaw, apparently both Claimant and Robinson used it to cut the beams. 
Robinson provided table saws, compound miter saws, air compressors, nail guns, a chain hoist, 
the trailer to house and transport the major equipment, and even the truck to transport Claimant 
to the Shelley job site on at least one occasion. 
52. The record is clear that Claimant did not provide the major equipment used to 
complete the addition. Robinson provided the major equipment for Claimant's work on the 
addition. This factor clearly suggests a direct employment relationship. 
53. Liability upon terminating relationship. The final factor m distinguishing an 
employee from an independent contractor is liability upon the termination of the work 
relationship. 
The retained right of discharge of the worker, or the right of either party to 
terminate the relationship \Vithout liability to the other party, is construed to be a 
strong, perhaps the strongest and most cogent, indication of retention of the power 
to control and direct the activities of the worker, and thus to control detail as to 
the manner and method of performance of the work. 
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However, this Court in Beutler and other cases has been careful to distinguish the 
unqualified right to fire indicative of an employer-employee relationship from the 
right of a contracting principal to terminate the contract of an independent 
contractor for bona fide reasons of dissatisfaction. 
Ledesma v. Bergeson, 99 Idaho 555, 585 P.2d 965 (1978). 
54. In the present case, Robinson testified that he could have disciplined or fired 
Claimant for unsatisfactory performance. Robinson also testified that Claimant could have left 
in the middle of the trim installation, apparently without repercussion. Robinson testified that he 
was relying on Claimant to finish the beam project. However, the record establishes that when 
Claimant was injured and unable to continue working, at the very time when his services were 
most urgently needed because Griffeth risked financial Joss if the work was not completed in 
time for him to resume treating physical therapy patients the following week, there was no 
suggestion that Claimant risked any liability whatsoever by not continuing to work on the 
addition or by not at least arranging for completion of the work by others. This factor is more 
consistent with a direct employment relationship. 
55. The four factors that evaluate the right to control, and distinguish an employee 
from an independent contractor, are mixed. However, reviewing all of the factors, Robinson 
assumed more control than would have been expected in a principal-subcontractor relationship. 
Robinson directed Claimant when to work on the addition. Robinson told Claimant when to go 
to Shelley to work on different projects. Claimant rode in Robinson's truck on the first trip to 
Shelley. Robinson specified Claimant's starting time each work day. Robinson told Claimant 
when he could work more hours. Robinson essentially monopolized all of Claimant's available 
time for work during the relatively brief period of their working relationship. Robinson provided 
all of the tools, except the chainsaw, and the basic hand tools Claimant carried in his personal 
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tool bag. Apparently both Robinson and Claimant used Claimant's chainsaw. Robinson 
provided the nails and all of the fasteners. Robinson installed trim with Claimant. Robinson 
actually supervised the manner and method of placing the beams on the day of Claimant's injury. 
This suggests control consistent with an employer directing an employee in the manner, 
sequence, and timing of multiple work assignments. Considering all of the dealings between 
Robinson and Claimant, it appears that Robinson assumed control over Claimant's time, manner, 
and methods of working consistent with an employer-employee relationship. 
56. "When doubt exists as to whether an individual is an employee or an independent 
contractor under Idaho's Workers' Compensation Act, the act must be given a liberal 
construction by the Industrial Commission in its fact finding function in favor of finding the 
relationship of employer and employee." Kiele v. Steve Henderson Logging, 127 Idaho 681, 
684, 905 p .2d 82, 85 (1995). 
57. Claimant has proven that he was an employee of Robinson at the time of the 
September 4, 2009 accident. 
58. Statutory employer analysis. Having determined that Claimant was an 
employee of Robinson at the time of the accident, and had no direct contractual relationship with 
Griffeth, it is next necessary to consider whether Griffeth is nonetheless responsible for the 
payment of workers' compensation benefits to Claimant as Claimant's "statutory" employer 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-216. 
59. Idaho Code§ 72-102(13) (a) defines "Employer" as follows: 
"Employer" means any person who has expressly or impliedly hired or contracted 
the services of another. It includes contractors and subcontractors. It includes the 
owner or lessee of premises, or other person who is virtually the proprietor or 
operator of the business there carried on, but who, by reason of there being an 
independent contractor or for any other reason, is not the direct employer of the 
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workers there employed. If the employer is secured, it means his surety so far as 
applicable. 
60. The statutory definition of "employer" is an expanded definition designed to 
prevent an employer from avoiding liability under the Workman's Compensation statute by 
subcontracting the work to others who may be irresponsible and not insure their employees. See 
Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 958 P.2d 594 (1998). Therefore, a statutory employer is anyone 
who, by contracting or subcontracting out services, is liable to pay workers' compensation 
benefits if the direct employer does not pay those benefits. 
61. In recent years, there has been a good deal of discussion in Idaho case law 
concerning who is and who is not an "employer" for purposes of the statutory employer analysis. 
Robison v. Bateman-Hall. Inc., 139 Idaho 207, 76 P.3d 951 (2003); Venters v. Sorrento 
Delaware, Inc., 141 Idaho 245, 108 P.3d 392 (2005); Kolar v. Cassia Countv Idaho, 142 Idaho 
346, 127 P.3d 962 (2005); Pierce v. School Dist.# 21, 144 Idaho 537, 164 P.3d 871 (2007). It 
was the 1996 amendment to the provisions of Idaho Code § 72-223 that marked the significant 
increase in treatment of the statutory employer analysis by the Court. Prior to the 1996 
amendment to Idaho Code § 72-223, that section provided for third party tort liability and 
specifically included certain statutory employers as third parties. However, following the 1996 
amendments, the statute exempts from liability two classes of statutory employers: 
1) "[T]hose employers described in Section 72-216, Idaho Code, having under 
them contractors or subcontractors who have in fact complied with the 
provisions of Section 72-301, Idaho Code ... "; 
2) "[T]he owner or lessee of premises, or other person who is virtually the 
proprietor or operator of the business there carried on, but who, by reason of 
there being an independent contractor or for any other reason, is not the direct 
employer of the workman there employed." 
62. In connection with the amendment, the Robison Court noted: 
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Thus, the main difference resulting from the 1996 amendment is the legislature 
has excluded from third-party tort liability two classes of employers, using 
substantially the same language used in the statutory definition of "employer." 
This Court determines, as a matter of law, that in so doing, the legislature 
intended to import the statutory employer analysis. The result of such a definition 
is a logical symmetry: those parties deemed employers for the purpose of being 
liable for worker's compensation benefits under I. C. § 72-102 are the same parties 
deemed immune from third-party tort liability under LC. § 72-223. To hold 
otherwise would result in two different interpretations of the same tenns in two 
different provisions of the Act. Such a result is incongruous and nonsensical. 
Fundamentally, if the legislature had intended I.C. § 72-223 to provide broader 
immunity, then it could have used language different from that used in I.C. § 72-
102 and the definition of "employer." 
Robison, supra. 
63. Therefore, although the Court's treatment of the 1996 amendment in Robison, and 
several of the subsequent cases cited above, is geared towards ascertaining whether or not a party 
is immune from third party suit under the provisions of Idaho Code § 72-223, the analysis 
employed in Robison and its progeny, is equally instructive on the question of whether or not a 
party is or is not a "statutory" employer liable for the payment of workers' compensation 
benefits. In short, Robison, and the cases that followed it, contain the Court's most recent and 
probative analysis of who is and is not a statutory employer. 
64. Griffeth is not a category 2 employer. As noted above, a category 2 employer 
is defined as the ovmer or lessee of the premises, or such other person who is virtually the 
proprietor or operator of the business there carried on, but who, by reason of there being an 
independent contractor for any other reason, is not the direct employer of the workmen there 
employed. A category 2 statutory employer is the type of employer described in Harpole v. 
State, 131Idaho437, 958 P.2d 594 (1998). Under Harpole, in order to be a category 2 statutory 
employer, the work being carried out on the owner's premises must be of the type that could 
have been carried out by employees of the owner or proprietor in the course of its usual trade or 
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business. If the entity in question is normally equipped with manpower and tools to do a job, but 
nevertheless contracts it to another employer, then he is the statutory employer of the second 
employer's employees. Russell Griffeth, doing business as Teton Physical Therapy, was not in 
the business of constructing additions to his practice. Nor did he possess the tools or manpower 
to do the job himself, notwithstanding that certain of his employees may have assisted Robinson 
in the attic and beam work. The Commission concludes that Griffeth is not a category 2 
statutory employer of Claimant. 
65. Griffeth is not a category 1 employer of claimant. Griffeth also argues that he 
is not a category I statutory employer, i.e. one having under him contractors or subcontractors 
who have not complied with the provisions ofldaho Code § 72-301. Kolar, Venters and Pierce, 
strongly suggest that under the facts of this case, Griffeth does qualify as a category 1 employer, 
since a contractual chain links Griffeth to Claimant. 
66. In Kolar, claimant was a direct employee of JUB. JUB, in tum, contracted with 
Burley Highway District to provide engineering services to a project near Albion, Idaho. 
Claimant suffered injuries when he was hit by a dump truck driven by a Burley Highway District 
employee. Claimant received workers' compensation benefits from JUB, and attempted to bring 
a third party action against the Burley Highway District. The Highway District defended the 
suit, arguing that it was immune from third party suit under the 1996 amendment to Idaho Code 
§ 72-223. Central to the Court's analysis of the immunity question was whether the Burley 
Highway District was, in fact, a statutory employer. The Court ruled that the Burley Highway 
District did qualify as a category 1 employer. First, an "employer" is any person who has 
expressly or impliedly hired or contracted the services of another. This definition includes 
contractors and subcontractors. The evidence demonstrated that the Highway District contracted 
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the services of JUB. Therefore, the District was an employer within the meaning of that term as 
contemplated by Idaho Code § 72-223(1 ). Although the Highway District was not the direct 
employer of claimant, the Highway District had a contractual relationship with an entity under it 
(JUB) who was the injured worker's direct employer. The nature of the relationship in the 
67. Pierce is especially interesting for what it hints at, but does not decide. Pierce 
was a roofer employed by Jerry Kelly, a sole proprietor doing business as Top Roofing. Top 
Roofing contracted with School District No. 21 to repair the roofs of various school buildings. 
Kelly did not obtain workers' compensation insurance for his employees. While repairing the 
roof on the gymnasium, Pierce fell and was injured. As in the instant matter, Pierce sought 
workers' compensation benefits from the School District as his "statutory" employer. Citing 
Robison, Kolar and Venters, the Court discussed the characteristics of category 1 and category 2 
statutory employers. Importantly, the Court intimated that the School District did qualify as a 
category 1 employer, because of the contractual relationship between the School District and 
Kelly, and Kelly and claimant. However, because the only theory argued to the Industrial 
Commission was whether the School District qualified as a category 2 statutory employer (it 
didn't), the Court declined to address the alternate basis for School District liability as a category 
1 statutory employer. In the end, the Court upheld the Industrial Commission decision that since 
the School District was clearly not in the business of roofing, it did not qualify as a category 2 
statutory employer, and thus, could not be held liable for the payment of workers' compensation 
benefits to claimant. Again, however, the decision hints that the District could have been found 
liable for the payment of workers' compensation benefits as a category 1 statutory employer. 
The facts of this case are much like those at issue in Pierce, but here, Griffeth has affirmatively 
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asserted that he is not a category 1 statutory employer. The facts belie this assertion. Griffeth 
entered into a contract with Robinson, a contractor, who in tum, employed Claimant. A 
contractual chain links Griffeth to Claimant. 
68. The Commission therefore concludes that Griffeth initially qualifies as a category 
1 statutory employer. However, it is to be noted that the provisions of Idaho Code § 72-216 
contain an important caveat: 
Liability of employer to employees of contractors and subcontractors. An 
employer subject to the provisions of this law shall be liable for compensation to 
an employee of a contractor or subcontractor under him who has not complied 
with the provisions of section 72-301 in any case where such employer would 
have been liable for compensation if such employee had been working directly for 
such emplover. 
LC.§ 72-216(1). Emphasis added. 
69. Griffeth argues that had Claimant actually been directly employed by him to 
perform work on the addition, his employment would have been deemed "casual," such that 
Griffeth would have had no obligation to provide workers' compensation coverage to Claimant. 
Therefore, the argument goes, even though he may be a category 1 statutory employer, he cannot 
be held liable for the payment of workers' compensation benefits, since his direct employment of 
Claimant would have been exempt employment. 
70. Idaho Code § 72-212 provides in pertinent part: 
"Exemption from coverage. -None of the provisions of this law shall apply to 
the following employments unless coverage thereof is elected as provided in § 72-
213, Idaho Code. .. .. (2) Casual employment." 1 
The employer bears the burden of proving an exception to coverage. Backsen v. Blauser, 
95 Idaho 811, 520 P.2d 858 (1974). 
1 There is no indication Griffeth or Robinson elected coverage pursuant to Idaho Code § 
72-213. 
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71. In Larson v. Bonneville Pacific Service Co., 117 Idaho 988, 989-990, 793 P.2d 
220, 221-222 (1990), the Court stated: 
This Court has defined "casual employment" as employment that is only occasional, or 
comes at uncertain times, or at irregular intervals, and whose happening cannot be 
reasonably anticipated as certain or likely to occur or to become necessary. It is 
employment that arises only occasionally or incidentally and is not part of the usual trade 
or business of the employer. 
72. In Dawson v. Joe Chester Artificial Limb Company, 62 Idaho 508, 112 P.2d 494 
(1941 ), the Court cited the casual employment exemption and denied workers' compensation 
benefits to a worker injured while remodeling a business, noting that the remodel was an 
incidental and occasional job for a limited and temporary purpose which was not regularly 
anticipated. In Bigley v. Smith, 64 Idaho 185, 129 P.2d 658 (1942), the m,.,:ner of several rental 
buildings employed an individual to repair the buildings when necessary. The Court held that 
such constituted casual employment because it occurred at irregular intervals, depended on 
uncertain contingencies, and the amount of compensation depended on the length of time the 
employee was occupied at the particular job. In Shook v. Ray Palanco, dba Ravs Roofing and 
Repair and Buv Wise Drug Store, Inc., 89 IWCD 28, p. 2672 (1989), the Commission found 
casual employment between a drug store owner and the employee of a roofing company hired to 
repair the store's roof, stating: 
The roof repair which precipitated the employment of Claimant arose occasionally or 
inadvertently, for a limited or temporary purpose. The necessity of roof repair occurs, if 
at all, at uncertain times or at irregular intervals, and its happening cannot be reasonably 
anticipated as likely to occur or become necessary. Moreover, roof repair is not a usual 
concomitant of the business, trade or profession of the retail drug store. 
Shook, at 2674. 
73. Casual employment as to Griffeth. In the present case, had Griffeth directly hired 
Claimant to perfonn work on the addition, the evidence is clear that constructing the addition 
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was at most an irregular or occasional function, not a predictable or regular part of Griffeth's 
physical therapy business. The addition project was an activity which would arise only 
occasionally, or at uncertain times and which could not reasonably be anticipated as certain or 
likely to occur in the future. Griffeth was in the business of physical therapy at all times. 
Constructing the addition to his physical therapy facility was not part of his usual trade and not 
an integral part of his physical therapy business. Had Griffeth hired Claimant directly to do this 
work, such employment would have been casual. 
74. Griffeth has proven that direct employment of Claimant would constitute casual 
employment, exempt from workers' compensation requirements pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-
212(2). 
75. Therefore, though Griffeth is a category 1 statutory employer, Claimant has 
ultimately failed to satisfy one of the important prerequisites to Idaho Code § 72-216 liability. 
Because Claimant's direct employment by Griffeth to perform the attic and beam work would be 
described as casual, Claimant has failed to demonstrate that Griffeth would have had any 
responsibility for the payment of workers' compensation benefits to Claimant had he directly 
hired Claimant. Therefore, Griffeth is not liable for payment of workers' compensation benefits 
as a statutory employer under Idaho Code § 72-216. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Claimant has failed to prove that he was a direct employee of Griffeth at the time 
of the accident. 
2. Claimant has met his burden of proving that he was a direct employee of 
Robinson at the time of the September 4, 2009 accident. 
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3. Robinson has failed to prove that a principal/independent contractor relationship 
existed between he and Claimant as of the date of the September 4, 2009 accident. 
4. Griffeth has established that even if it had been Claimant's direct employer, such 
employment would necessarily be deemed "casual," such that Griffeth would not be considered 
to be a category 1 statutory employer liable for the payment of benefits under Idaho Code § 72-
216. 
5. Claimant has failed to demonstrate that Griffeth qualifies as a category 2 
statutory employer. 
ORDER 
Based on the foregoing, the Commission hereby ORDERS the following: 
1. Claimant has failed to prove that he was a direct employee of Griffeth at the time 
of the accident. 
2. Claimant has met his burden of proving that he was a direct employee of 
Robinson at the time of the September 4, 2009 accident. 
3. Robinson has failed to prove that a principal/independent contractor relationship 
existed between he and Claimant as of the date of the September 4, 2009 accident. 
4. Griffeth has established that even if it had been Claimant's direct employer, such 
employment would necessarily be deemed "casual," such that Griffeth would not be considered 
to be a category 1 statutory employer liable for the payment of benefits under Idaho Code § 72-
216. 
5. Claimant has failed to demonstrate that Griffeth qualifies as a category 2 
statutory employer. 
6. Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 72-718, this decision is final and conclusive as to all 
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Y4 
matters adjudicated. 
DATED this~ day of May, 2012. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
It 
/hoinaN~. Limtaugh, Chai / 
-K~~ 
ThoJ:asP:Ba:Skiil; Commissioner 
I u !ntfi&J d 
---~~-----~~-
Assistant Commission Secretary· 
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I hereby certify that on the L day of fh~ , 2012, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSINS OF LA \V, AND ORDER was 
served by regular United States Mail upon each of the following: 
DE1\1NIS R PETERSEN 
PO BOX 1645 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403-1645 
LARREN K COVERT 
525 9TH ST 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404-5070 
STEVEN R FULLER 
PO BOX 191 
PRESTON ID 83263-0191 
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IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
I.C. NUMBER: 2009-025804 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, William Bryan Robinson, d/b/a 
Highmark Construction and Russell G. Griffeth, d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy, P.A., and their 
attorneys, Larren K Covert and Steven R. Fuller, AND THE CLERK OF THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
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1. The above named Appellant, Geff Stringer, appeals against the above named 
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, 
and Order entered in the above entitled proceeding on the 24th day of May, 2012, Chairman 
Thomas E. Limbaugh presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho State Supreme Court, and the Order 
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable Order under and pursuant to Rule 11 ( d) IAR. 
3. The primary issues on appeal are as follows: 
a. Whether Appellant was an employee of Respondent Russell G. Griffeth, 
d/b/a Teton Phyical Therapy. 
b. Whether the Respondent Russell G. Griffeth, d/b/a Teton Physical 
Therapy, P.A, was a category 1 or category 2 statutory employer of 
Appellant; 
c. Whether Appellant was a casual employee in his relationship to 
Respondent Russell G. Griffeth, d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy. 
4. There has been no Order entered to seal any portion of the record. 
5. The standard hearing transcript is requested and it has already been transcribed. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Industrial 
Commission's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, IAR: 
a. All exhibits admitted by Referee Alan Reed Taylor at the hearing held on 
September 12, 2011; 
7. I certify: 
a. That the hearing transcript is requested and it has already been transcribed, 
therefore a copy of this Notice of Appeal has not been served on the court 
reporter. 
b. That the estimated fee for preparation of the agency's record has been paid 
in the amount of$100.00; 
c. That the appellate filing fee in the amount of $86.00 has been paid; 
b. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this c-1'0 day of June, 2012 
PETERSEN PARKINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
DEJ\TNIS R. PETERSEN 
Attorney for Claimant/ Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on th~..Jday of June, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the following-described document on the person(s) listed by the method indicated. 
Document Served: NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Steven R. Fuller, Esquire 
P.O. Box 191 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Larren K. Covert, Esquire 
525 9th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Ill First Class Mail, Postage Pre-Paid 
0 Facsimile 
0 Hand- Delivered 
0 Express Mail 
Ill First Class Mail, Postage Pre-Paid 
0 Facsimile 
0 Hand- Delivered 
0 Express Mail 
Dennis R. Petersen 
BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
GEFF STRINGER, 
Claimant/Appellant, SUPREME COURT NO. L/ oog1 
v. CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
WILLIAM BRYAN ROBINSON, dba 
HIGHMARK CONSTRUCTION, Employer, 
and RUSSELL G. GRIFFETH, dba TETON 
PHYSICAL THERAPY, rA., ~mployer, and I 
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Industrial Commission, Chairman Thomas E. 
Limbaugh presiding. 
IC 2009-025804 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, 
filed May 24, 2012. 
Dennis R. Petersen 
PO Box 1645 
Idaho Falls ID 83403-1645 
Larren K. Covert 
525 9th St. 
Idaho Falls ID 83404-5070 
Steven R. Fuller 
PO Box 191 
Preston ID 83263 
Geff Stringer 
William Bryan Robinson, Russell G. Griffeth, 
Idaho State Insurance Fund 
June 25, 2012 
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M & M Court Reporting 
Standard transcript has been requested. Transcript 
has been prepared and filed with the Commission. 
June 26, 2012 
As~istant Commissllln S.:crct~!r) 
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CERTIFICATION 
I, Gina Espinosa, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct 
photocopy of the Notice of Appeal, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, and the 
whole thereof, in IC case number 2009-025804 for Geff Stringer. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of 
said Commission this 261h day of June, 2012. 
CERTIFICATION - STRINGER- 1 
Dennis R. Petersen 
PETERSEN, PARKINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
390 North Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-1645 
Telephone: (208) 522-5200 
Fax: (208) 522-8547 
petersendennis02@gmail.com 
Idaho State Bar Number 2585 
Attorney for Claimant/ Appellant 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO 
GEFF STRINGER, I.C. NUMBER: 2009-025804 
Claimant/ Appellant, 
V. 
WILLIAM BRYAN ROBINSON, d/b/a 
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83404 and Russell G. Griffeth, d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy, P.A., and the Idaho State Insurance 
Fund and their attorney, Steven R. Fuller, P.O. Box 191, Preston. Idaho 83263, AND THE 







NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Geff Stringer, appeals against the above named 
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, 
and Order entered in the above entitled proceeding on the 24th day of May, 2012, Chairman 
Thomas E. Limbaugh presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho State Supreme Court, and the Order 
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable Order under and pursuant to Rule 11 ( d) IAR. 
3. The primary issues on appeal are as follows: 
a. Whether Appellant was an employee of Respondent Russell G. Griffeth, 
d/b/a Teton Phyical Therapy. 
b. \Vhether the Respondent Russell G. Griffeth, d/b/a Teton Physical 
Therapy, P.A, was a category 1 or category 2 statutory employer of 
Appellant; 
c. Whether Appellant was a casual employee in his relationship to 
Respondent Russell G. Griffeth, d/b/a Teton Physical Therapy. 
4. There has been no Order entered to seal any portion of the record. 
5. The standard hearing transcript is requested and it has already been transcribed. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Industrial 
Commission's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, IAR: 
a. All exhibits admitted by Referee Alan Reed Taylor at the hearing held on 
September 12, 2011; 
b. All Briefs and Memorandums filed by the parties. 
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7. I certify: 
a. That the hearing transcript is requested and it has already been transcribed, 
therefore a copy of this Notice of Appeal has not been served on the court 
reporter. 
b. That the estimated fee for preparation of the agency's record has been paid 
in the amount of $100.00; 
c. That the appellate filing fee in the amount of $86.00 has been paid; 
b. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
PETERSEN PARKINSON & ARt~OLD, PLLC 
~ 
DENNIS R. PETERSEN 
Attorney for Claimant/ Appellant 
5S 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on tht.,~day of June, 2012, I served a true and correct copy 
of the following-described document on the person(s) listed by the method indicated. 
Document Served: AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Steven R. Fuller, Esquire 
P.O. Box 191 
Preston, Idaho 83263 
Attorney for Russell G. 
Griffeth, dlb/a Teton 
Phsycial Therapy and the Idaho 
State Insurance Fund 
Larren K. Covert, Esquire 
525 9th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Attorney for William Bryan 
Robinson, dlb 1a Highmark 
Construction 
II First Class Mail, Postage Pre-Paid 
0 Facsimile 
0 Hand- Delivered 
0 Express Mail 
II First Class Mail, Postage Pre-Paid 
0 Facsimile 
0 Hand- Delivered 
0 Express Mail 
Dennis R. Petersen 
s 
CERTIFICATION 
I, Marie Wilson, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct 
photocopy of the Amended Notice of Appeal, and the whole thereof, in IC case number 2009-25804 
for Geff Stringer. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of said 
Commission this 6vd day of July, 2012. 
CERTIFICATION 
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CERTIFICATION OF RECORD 
I, Gina Espinosa, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all 
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record Supreme Court 
No. on appeal by Rule 28(3) ofthe Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Notice of Appeal, pursuant to 
the provisions of Rule 28(b ). 
I further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in this proceeding, if any, are correctly 
listed in the Certificate of Exhibits (i). Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court upon 
settlement of the Reporter's Transcript and Record herein. 
DATED this 23rd day of July, 2012. 
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WILLIAM BRYAN ROBINSON, dba 
HIGHMARK CONSTRUCTION, Employer, and 
RUSSELL G. GRIFFETH, dba TETON 
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STATE INSURANCE FUND, Surety, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
SUPREME COURT NO. 40087 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION 
TO: STEPHEN W. KENYON, Clerk of the Courts; and 
Dennis R. Petersen, for the Appellants; and 
Larren K. Covert for the Respondent; and 
Steven R. Fuller for the Respondent 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Agency's Record was completed on this date 
and, pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, copies of the same have 
been served by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following: 
DENNIS R PETERSEN 
PO BOX 1645 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403-1645 
LARREN K COVERT 
525 9TH ST 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404-5070 
STEVEN R FULLER 
PO BOX 191 
PRESTON ID 83263 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that pursuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, 
all parties have twenty-eight days from this date in which to file objections to the Record, 
including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In the event no objections to the 
NOTICE OF COMPLETION - 1 
Agency's Record are filed within the twenty-eight day period, the Transcript and Record shall 
be deemed settled. 
DATED this 23rd day of July, 2012. 
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